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1. The acquis 1 
 
The acquis covers areas such as border control, illegal migration, drugs trafficking, money 
laundering, organised crime, police and judicial cooperation, data protection and mutual 
recognition of court judgements. It is important that the candidate countries' administrative 
capacity meets adequate and acceptable standards, and that an independent, reliable and efficient 
judiciary and police organisation is established by the date of accession. 
 
Although the Schengen acquis is one of the most visible components of the acquis in this 
chapter, accession will not lead to an immediate lifting of internal border controls between old 
and new Member States, as this will be the subject of a separate Council decision to be taken 
unanimously at a later stage on the basis of the readiness of the new members. All the candidate 
countries have prepared a Schengen Implementation Action Plan.   
 
2. The negotiations 
 
The chapter has been closed with ten countries and  remains open with Bulgaria and Romania.  
No transitional periods or derogations have been requested. The accession treaty to be signed 
with the ten countries that have concluded the negotiations will contain a safeguard clause as 
regards judicial cooperation in civil and criminal matters: in case of inadequate transposition or 
implementation of  any parts of the relevant acquis during the first three years after accession, 
the application of these provisions may be temporarily suspended in respect of new member 
states and such safeguard measures will run until the deficiencies are remedied. 
 
     Chapter opened: June 2001 
     Status: closed in December 2002 (provisionally closed in June 2002) 
     Transitional arrangements: none 
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1 Information largely drawn from the European Commission, DG Enlargement 
 http://europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/negotiations/index.htm 

http://europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/negotiations/index.htm


 
3. Position of the European Parliament 
 
In its resolution of 4 October 20001, Parliament: 
�� welcomes the fact that Latvia has decided to abandon the practice of indicating in residents' 

passports and identity documents the ethnic group to which they belong and instead to 
introduce a new system for identity documents in which only citizenship is indicated; 

�� advocates that the simplified procedure for dealing with residents of frontier regions be 
retained and improved; 

�� stresses, with regard to asylum policy, that the competence of the Refugees Appeals Council 
and the quality of its procedure and decisions must be improved, that access to legal 
assistance as well as the right to appeal against detention must be guaranteed and that 
complementary forms of protection and family reunification procedures have to be 
established; calls for a revision of the lists of safe third countries and safe countries of 
origin; 

�� calls, also, for improved treatment of persons whose requests for refugee status have been 
turned down and for humane treatment of immigrants without the appropriate legal 
documents; calls on the EU to increase its support to Latvia in this connection in order to 
clear the way for the country's participation in a humane European immigration and asylum 
policy. 

 
In its resolution of 5 September 20012, Parliament notes that the new draft asylum law addresses 
many of the gaps in the current refugee law in relation to the EU acquis; stresses the need for 
further improvements so as to achieve compliance with the Council Resolution of 20 June 1995 
on minimum guarantees for asylum procedures and full respect of the principle of 'non-
refoulement'. 
 
In its resolution of 13 June 20023, Parliament:  
�� takes note of the new asylum law and calls upon the Latvian Government to ensure that the 

law is implemented in such a way that proper protection of asylum-seekers against 
'refoulement', in particular in the context of the 'accelerated procedure',  is guaranteed; draws 
attention to the need to train border guards in asylum matters; 

�� notes with concern that Latvia continues to be identified by researchers as a country with 
what appears to be a considerable problem with corruption; is convinced that clear 
separation between business and the political élite, as well as freedom from undue 
dependency of investigative bodies and courts on government structures, are crucial 
elements of an institutional set-up that is conducive to a low level of corruption; hopes that 
legislation on the prevention of conflict of interests of State officials, as well as on the 
financial accountability of political parties, will soon be adopted. 

 
4.   Latest Assessment by the European Commission  4 
 
In its 1997 Opinion, the Commission concluded that Latvia was starting from a low base in the 
JHA field and was facing considerable institutional problems in preparing itself for effective co-
                                                 
1 Resolution on the state of negotiations with Latvia, § 5, 6, 14 & 15: A5-0239/2000 
2 Resolution on the state of negotiations with Latvia, § 9: A5-0252/2001 
3 Resolution on the state of the enlargement negotiations, § 84 & 87: A5-0190/2002 
4 European Commission, Regular Report on Latvia 2002, pp. 119 & 120: 
http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/report2002/lv_en.pdf 
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http://www3.europarl.eu.int/omk/omnsapir.so/pv2?PRG=DOCPV&APP=PV2&LANGUE=EN&SDOCTA=3&TXTLST=1&POS=1&Type_Doc=RESOL&TPV=PROV&DATE=041000&PrgPrev=TYPEF@A5|PRG@QUERY|APP@PV2|FILE@BIBLIO00|NUMERO@239|YEAR@00|PLAGE@1&TYPEF=A5&NUMB=1&DATEF=001004
http://www3.europarl.eu.int/omk/omnsapir.so/pv2?PRG=DOCPV&APP=PV2&LANGUE=EN&SDOCTA=9&TXTLST=1&POS=1&Type_Doc=RESOL&TPV=PROV&DATE=050901&PrgPrev=TYPEF@A5|PRG@QUERY|APP@PV2|FILE@BIBLIO01|NUMERO@252|YEAR@01|PLAGE@1&TYPEF=A5&NUMB=1&DATEF=010905
http://www3.europarl.eu.int/omk/omnsapir.so/pv2?PRG=DOCPV&APP=PV2&LANGUE=EN&SDOCTA=10&TXTLST=1&POS=1&Type_Doc=RESOL&TPV=PROV&DATE=130602&PrgPrev=TYPEF@A5|PRG@QUERY|APP@PV2|FILE@BIBLIO02|NUMERO@190|YEAR@02|PLAGE@1&TYPEF=A5&NUMB=1&DATEF=020613
http://europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/report2002/lv_en.pdf


operation with EU JHA institutions. The Commission added that a major, sustained effort was 
required if Latvia was to have the possibility of meeting the Justice and Home Affairs acquis 
(present and future) in the medium term. 
 
Since the Opinion, progress has been made, with significant progress being made in particular 
over the last two years, especially in terms of legal alignment. Latvia has also continued 
strengthening of the institutional capacity in this field. As most legislative shortcomings have 
been addressed, efforts are now needed in particular to further enhance the implementation and 
enforcement capacity. 
 
Negotiations on this chapter have been provisionally closed. Latvia has not requested any 
transitional arrangements in this area. Latvia is generally meeting the commitments it has made 
in the accession negotiations in this field.  
 
In order to complete preparations for membership, Latvia's efforts now need to focus on 
finalising alignment (migration, money laundering, and protection of the financial interests of 
the European Communities, judicial co-operation), continued strengthening of border controls 
and further reinforcing the law enforcement agencies, with particular attention given to the fight 
against drugs and trafficking in general and co-operation between the various bodies involved in 
Justice and Home Affairs, particularly the bodies in charge of the fight against organised crime 
and corruption. 
 
 
 
 
January 2003 
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